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Wray, Stubblefield, Garret To Head Staff Of 1940Clemson Yearbook
Graham Heads
Military
Organization
Alex Graliam of Rock Hill
was named Captain of the
Scabbard and Blade, honor military organizations, at the
formal initiation ceremonies
here this week.
Retiring Captain Fred Hughes
of Charleston made the announcement.
J. R. Liles of McColl was named
Second Lieutenant. Other officers
will be elected next year.
A. steak supper at the Grill
followed the formal induction ceremonies.

Engineer's Frat
Holds Election,
Discusses Books
By Frank Mills
New officers for Tau Beta
Pi were elected at a meeting
Tuesday night.
Preston Garrett, of Fountain
Inn, is president of the fraternity; Frank Mills, correspondSENIOR (LASS OFFICERS ('40) ELECTED THIS WEEK are ing secretary; Tom Able, reshown above. They are: (top, left) Manly Stallworth, president, cording secretary; and George
(top, right) Alex Graham, vice-president, (bottom, left) Gue Com- Miller, cataloguer.
mander, ficerelary-treasnrer, (bottom, right) Earl Mazo, historian.
Representative to the national
convention selected are president
Garrett with J. R. Liles as alternate.
The vice-president of the organization will be elected after
now members have been inducted
next year.
Professor B. E. Pernow was
elected to succeed Professor A.
B. Credle on the Advisory Council.
STALLWORTH, GRAHAM,
A committee of faculty members to take charge of selection
COMMANDER, MAZO NAMED
of books for the new Tau Beta
One of the closest political battles in Clemson history Pi sponsored engineering library
ended Tuesday night when Manly Stalhvorth was announced which is fast taking shape, was
selected. It will consist of Dr.
winner of the senior class presidential elections over George S. B. Earle, Professor S. R.
McMillan. The margin was 17 votes.
Rhodes, Professor H. E. Glenn,
and Dr. James H. Sams, chairman.
In the race for vice-president
Plans for the continuation of
Alex Graham, retiring president
the drive for an engineering liof the junior class, outdistanced
brary, with even greater emphaBill Bouton.
sis next year, and the possibility
Gus Commander oiled up a
of establishing ain engineering
sizable majority to defeat Alan
magazine on the campus were disSanders for the secretary-treasurcussed.
er position, and Earl Mazo was
A board of officers, detailed by
elected historian over Barney
Marshall.
the Corps Area Commander, as
Votes tabulated:
directed by the War Department,
For President: Manly Stall- and composed of Colonel Henry
worth, 121; George McMillan, 104.
For Vice-Prescident: Alex Gra- R. Richmond, Colonel R. B. Bretz,
Medical Corps, and Major F. S.
ham, 138; Bill Bouton, 90.
For Secretary-Treasurer: Gus Matthews, was at Clemson today
Commander, 174; Alan Sanders, examining honor gradutes in MiliAt a special meeting of the
tary Science for appointments to
50.
Alpha Tau Alpha, NationFor Historian: Earl Mazo, 148; the Commission of Second Lieu- Kappa
al Vocational Education Honor
tenant in the regular army.
Barney Marshall, 80.
"Only those eligible and inter- Fraternity, held last Wednesday
The First primaries were held
G .A. Stoudemire of Little
in the college chapel Monday ested are being examined," said night,
Mountain was elected president;
night. Several candidates were Colonel C. W. Weeks, command- E.
Stuart of Fountain Inn
nominated then and the field ant. "They include J. S. Baskin, was R.elected
vice-president; J. P.
narrowed to two for each office. H. IT. Bookhart, F. Hughes, H. Huckaby
of Enoree was named
Voting, by secret ballot, took M. Covington, and J. B. Moore." second vice-president; and Roy
When asked as to the date of
place under the direction of reof Loris was named secretiring senior class officers after appointments and stations, Col- Todd
a campaign meeting in the YMCA onel Richmond said, "The appoint- tary-treasurer.
Professor J. B. Monroe was rements become effective September
auditorium Tuesday, noon.
1st, but we don't know yet where elected advisor for the chapter.
the men will be stationed."

Seniors Elect Four After
Fine Campaign Meeting

Honor Armv Men
Examined Today

Alpha Tau Alpha
Elects Officers

Simpson Medal Contest
To Be Held Tomorrow Don't Know When
Postoffice To Be
Competition for the R. W.
Simpson medal to be given to the
best-drilled cadet of the fresh- Dedicated, Says

man, sophomore, or junior class,
will be held on Bowman field tomorrow, Friday, at 12:00 to 1:00
p. m.
C. E. Littlejohn, winner of the
medal for 1938, will give the commands for the competition.
Judges of the contest are Major
J. P. Gammon and Major R. F.
\Walthour.

Tiger Finishes
1938'39 Year
A special alumni issue of
The Tiger to be published
June 5 at Commencement
exercises will wind up this
newspaper's activities for
the year 1938-'39.
The annual summer edition will be issued in August.
The present staff remains
in control until February,
1940.
—The Editors.

Big Ten To
Be Announced

McMillan Heads
Blue Key Frat
For 1939-'40

ii

GEORGE MCMILLAN

The third and final edition of
the 1938-'39 AGRARIAN will be
off the press tomorrow afternoon,
For President: Roy Pearce,
today by Harris L. Beach, editor.
The June issue of the magazine,
one of the finest technical and
scientific publications of its kind
in the country, includes a doublepage pictorial section depicting
low-country scenes, one of the
home of Barbara Hutton, and a
great many editorials. Guest editoril this month is by D. B. Anderson, State Grange Master.
There is also some poetry, product of Clemson students' minds.
The cover is the reproduction
of a photograph of the Main
Building late in the evening which
was taken by A. H. Chapman.
Retiring Staff of the AGRARIAN includes Townsend Pope, business manager T. B. Young, managing editor; Henry Covington,
advertising manager; and Drake
Watson, circulation manager. Rising officers are: Bob Arail, editor;
R. H. Bryant, advertising manager; and F. E. Wells, circulation
manager, and Roy Todd, alumni
editor. The remainder of the staff
will be selected next week.
The Advisory Board for this
year will continue unchanged. It
includes Dr. B. O. Williams, Dean
W. H. Washington, and Professor
B. E. Goodale.

George M. McMillan of
Chattanooga, Tenn., was last
night elected president of the
local Blue Key, honor leadership fraternity, chapter over
AJex Graham of Rock Hill.
The elections were held at the
formal installation banquet at
the Pruitt House, Starr.
Crawford Lawton of Fairfax
was elected recording secretary
over Bill Wade and Manly Stallworth at this meeting.
Blue Key's eight initiates were
formally installed into the fraternity at an impressive eenemony
in the club roopis last night. Retiring president John Brailsford
and college business manager J.
C. Littlejohn lead the installation
ceremonies.
*
The new members are: George
McMillan, Bill Wade, Alex Gra"If possible the CDA .will sponham, Crawford Lawton, Vic Wray, sor one more dancing class beManly Stallworth, Harry Mcfore the close of the school year,"
Keowh, and Earl Mazo.
Tom Stanley, advisor in the business manager's office said this
morning. "We may not be able to
work it in before exams, but we
certainly want to."
The classes have proven so successful this year, said Stanley,
that they are to be continued next
year.
"When we make a little money
Alderman-elect Barney Wilbanks of Doc McCollum's drug on the dances, this seems to be
store, learned last Saturday that the best way to put it back into
politicians vote for themselves. the student body for the most good
Every candidate .up for election it can do. The classes have proven
or re-election in the annual Cal- a wonderful plan; we have really
houn town balloting 'last Satur- spent' some money on them, and
day received 3 6 votes except Wil- they are the best investment that
banks, who was in politics for could' possibly be made. We are
the first time. He got 35 votes. even keeping records on the boys
Wilbanks voted for Dr. Albert who attend so we may look back
Meiburg, who is reported not to a year or two or three, or even
more, and see whether or not the
have been in the race.
Mayor Charlie Bennett of the boys have really benefitted from
extension department was re-elect- the classes, and to what extent
ed mayor; Aldermen Aaron Boggs, he said.
college electrician, and Bob Smith,
mechanic, were re-elscted to city
council, and Joe Berley and Barney Wilbanks were placed in the
council.
Calhoun, a real honest-to-goodnees town, covers the JPickens
county side of Clemson.
Walter Cox, veteran letterman
Dr. McCollum and Captain
Clinkscales, town political bosses, of the Tigers, received notice this
reported no heavy campaigning. week of his appointment to the
"There wasn't any opposition," United States Military Academy
of West Point. As The Tigers
said Captain Clinkscales.
goes to press, he is in Atlanta
taking his final physical examination. Here's hoping him all
the luck in the world.
Walter, although this is his
senior year, has one more year
of elegibility at Clemson, and will
be sereverly missed when Coach
Dr. D. W. Danielhas a number Neely; calls his Bengals together
of speeches planned in the im- for their initial workout Septemmediate future. He will make the ber first. Last year when Coach
commencement address at Travel- Neely stated "As go the guards,
er's Rest on Friday. Saturday he so goes Clemson," Walter was one
will address a meeting of the An- of his principal prospects. Clemderson College Alumnae.
son went rather well with guard
Next week Dr. Daniel plans to Cox playing first string.
speak to the Raleigh Chamber of
His leaving will leave Joe Payne
Commerce, in Raleigh, N. C. He Tom Moorer and Charles Tisdale
will also speak in Canton, N. C.
to fight U out for his position.

Wilbanks Learns Ways
Of Politicians In Town
Campaign Saturday

Walter Cox Receives
West Point Bid

Daniel To Speak
Much During Week

Brearleys Will Leave
Campus In Early June

June 3 - 5 Dates Set For Finals Series

Will Osborne Music Is Big Feature-

The Central Dance Association announces this week that
the Final Dance series of the
year will be held in the college field house on June 4
and 5.
In addition to the previously
announced midnight-'til-dawn
dance featuring Will Osborne
and his glisando swing, there

Vic Wray, Hord Stubblefield
and Preston Garrett were today named by retiring editors
Jake Harrison and Tad Shell
and retiring business manager
Luke Lafaye to head the 1940
Taps Staff.
Wray is editor-in-chief;
Stubblefield is associate editor
and art edtor; and Garrett is
business manager.
Other members of the staff
named in today's announcements
are: Bill Anderson of Gastonia,
literary editor; Hoby Cranford
of Chester, photo editor; Ken McLaurin of St. Matthews, advertising manager, Billy Manning of
Barnwell, sports editor; Ed Hallman of Aiken, assistant art editor;
Arnold Grayson of Hardeeville,
associate photo editor.
The new staff will begin work
on the 1940 yearbook at once.
Wray, of Clemson, is a member
of Blue Key leadership fraternity
and a rising senior in the textile
school.
Stubblefield, a junior architect,
is a member of the CDA, the
Minarets, and other organizations.
Garrett is a staff color sergeant.
He is studying in the school of
engineering. He is president of
Tu Beta Pi.

Dance Classes
Will Be Held
Again Next Year

Clemson's leading cadet military officers, commonly known
as the "Big Ten" will be announced by Colonel Charles W.
Weeks, commandant, in the June
5 issue of The Tiger.
If plans now under way for
enlarging the cadet brigade materialize, the "Big Ten" next year
will consist of fourteen men.

By Barney Marshall
(Society Editor)

PERSONALITY, ART
FEATURES ACCLAIMED

By George McMillan

The new Clemson Postoffice
building, now being erected between the YMCA and the highway, will be completed about the
middle of June, according to Mrs.
Carrie R. Goodman, Clemson Postmaster.
"I don't know when it will
be dedicated," said Mrs. Goodman, "but Postmaster General
Jim Farley will be here, and we
are asking every postmaster in the
state, over 500, and our Congressman."

Dr. and Mrs. Harrington C.
Brearley and their family will
leave in June for Nashville, where
Dr. Brearley will be with Peabody
University Summer School. Late
in August they will return for
their furniture and move to Nashville permanently.
"We have enjoyed being here,
and certainly hate to leave," said
Dr. Brearley in a hurried statement between classes this morning. "Mrs. Brearley and I have
been here fifteen years, and the
children a part of that time, and
nearly all of our friends are here."

Students Hail
Issuance Of
Current Tans

Third Agrarian
Will Be Off
Press Tomorrow

will be an informal dance Saturday, June 3 from, 8:30 'til
midnight.
Larry Harris and his orchestra
has been signed to play for this
dance. Harris has played in various parts of the South where
he has made a hit by his swing
renditions.
There will be no dances May
26-27 as previously announced,
and the June 4 and 5 dances will
constitute the whole Final series.
Junior R. O. T. C. members on
their way to summer camp should
find it convenient to stop by

Clemson on their way south to
enjoy one last fling before entering the gates to "Hades."
Tickets for the series will go
on sale before students leave for
home, and the prices and time are
as follows:
Saturday night, June 4, Informal, 8:30 til 12 midnight.
Monday morning, June 5, formal, 12:80 a. m. til 5 a. m.
A block ticket for the two
dances will be $3.00. The Saturday night dance will be $1.00 for
cadets, while the midnight-'tildawn dance will be $2.50 for cadets.

HEADS OF THE 1940 TAPS
named today are: (top) Vic
Wray, editor-in-chief, (middle)
Hord Stubblefield, associate editor and art editor, (bottom)
P. T. Garrett, business manager.

CDA Thanks Third
Barracks Seniors
For Their Help
For the past Junior-Senior dances the Central Dance Association
planned to place the girls, who
were guests of the student body,
in the new barracks. It was learned at the last minute that the college officials could not allow the
committee to pice girls in these
NEW barracks because of the
agreement made by the board of
trustees concerning the occupants
of the buildings, as long as they
were partly owned by the government.
The last day before the dance
the committee was faced with the
problem of finding some place to
put the^girls, and every possibility
was considered. The only two possibilities being either the second
barracks or the third barracks
which is occupied by the Seniors.
At five o'clock on Thursday afternoon Colonel Weeks held at meeting in his office where representatives of each of the barracks, the
CDA and the Junior class was present. At this meeting it was suggested by Colonel Weeks, and
agreed by all present that it would
not be possible to use the second
barracks again this year, since
they had been called on for the
majority of the dances this year
and had co-operated well. After
it was agreed by all not to use
the second barrack for placing
the girls, the only alternative left
was to either place the girls in
the SENIOR barracks, or call off
the Junior-Senior dances. The Seniors were called on to invite the
girls to stay in their rooms, and
after learning that there was no
other possibility they consented
to move out.
The object of this letter is to
recognize this co-operative spirit
of the Seniors, because it is they
who made possible the dances.
The Central Dance Association
on behalf of the junior and senior
classes wishes to thank the sen
iors of the third barracks.
Signed:
The Central Dance Assn.

The 1939 edition of "TAPS,"
Clemson's yearbook, arrived
?.t Clemson last Tuesday and
is now being distributed to
the Corps as rapidly as possible.
The book, beautifully bound in
brown and cream, covers comprehensively the different phases of
life at Clemson. It is the fitieth
anniversary edition, and is dedicated to Thomas Green Clemson,
founder of Clemson College.
The volume is divided into six
books, Book I dealing with Administration, Book II with Classes; Book III, Military Life; Book
IV, Features; Book V, Athletics;
and Book VI, Activities.
The theme of the 1939 "TAPS"
is the founding and development
of the college from 1889 to 1939.
1889 is the date of the acceptance
of the Clemson bequest and the
legislative act that provided for
the founding of the -college on
the site of the Calhoun-Clemson
homestead, although classes were
actually held first in 1893.
Co-editors J. R. Harrison and
Tad Shell have been receiving
showers of congratulations on the
publicatio nof "one of the best
books in the history of the school."
Members of the senior staff include: Luke Lafaye, business manager; J. O. Sweeney, associate editor; J. C. Covington, advertising
manager; W. B. Zeigler, literary
editor; H. P. Troy, sports editor;
H. L- Beach, associate business
manager; J. B. Lee, feature editor; R. A. Sloan, photo editor,
and R. M. Geer, associate photo
editor.

McLeod Gets Pan
American Post
Ben McLeod, prominent Senior
Electrical Engineer, recently secured a position with Pan American Airways. He will begin work
June 15 at Coral Gables, Florida.
His work will consist of experimental and repairs in radio. Ben
has been interested in radio for
many years and has been closely
associated with it while at Clemson.
Also working in the Coral
Gables plant is Gordon F. Rogers,
a Clemson graduate of 1937.

(By ^Jheir
JVords.
"If you can't make money farming, get a job teaching people how
to farm."
—Ferrier
"I think you've been giving me
the bronx cheer."
. —Hufford.
"Women who have none to care
for go out and help the poor or
study Culbertson and play
bridge."
—Holmes
"This point of view is important
because it is one of the most original ideas I ever had."
—Brearley
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Ben Robertson, one of Clemson's famous
fJ7l ^r ) \Zy\
favorite sons, suggested to a group of Converse college girls recently that South Carolina's young people, for the good of the demo- Hot Campaigning Was
Order Of The Day
cratic party, should vote Republican once or
Clemson's political fever has
twice.
been running high this week.
He pointed out that although Senator JimRising seniors and juniors were
mie Byrnes is considered among the nation's doing the electing, but feeling
leading statesmen, he is not even being men- was so high, that even the rising
tioned for the democratic presidential nomi- sophomores had. their "candidates" and some won and some
nation. "The national party knows that South lost.
Carolina is in the bag—there is no need to
The Big Boys in the senior
deal with us," said Robertson. He mentioned, class race, Stallworth and McMiltoo, the fact that South Carolina was getting lan, told their class mates just
they stood at a rip-roaring
less government money than the average how
campaign meeting in the Y audi"questionable'' state.
torium Wednesday. It was an
This newspaper agrees that something important meeting, too, 'cause
should be done by South Carolina's democrats Holtzy shut off his show especially
it and practically everybody
to attract the attention of the national party for
was there.
—but to vote Republican think of what comThen came the electing. From
pany we must keep.
1:00 p. m. Wednesday, 'till closing
|
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.
REPORTORIAL:—Emory Smith, Jr., E. F. Wilson,
O C. Elphick, Evans IiaRoche, "L. S. Wrignt,
John Davenport, George Goblet, I.. E. *^°™>
Frank Rogers, Gus Wham, J. C Higgins, Frank
Barnes, Edward Spivey, Stan Jackson, Julius
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Shirley, Bob Hempstead.

The '39 Taps, A MasterpieceTaps this year, in the opinion of this newspaper, has outdistanced all previous Clemson
yearbooks in originality, • design, and plan
personality.
Considering the superior quality of the '38
Taps and that of '37—we pay quite a compliment to Editors Harrison and Shell and
business manager Lafaye and their staff.
And they deserve it. They worked like
"demons" and struggled, and now they can
reap the ''fruits of their labors."
Highlights of the book are, its splendid art
work by Stubblefield and Shell, "the picture
snapping galore by Gasper-Ware and Bunny
Lee, and general layout and make-up which
can be credited to Jake Harrison.

A Point Of InformationFor several years this newspaper has
noticed that some uniformed freshmen and
sophomores have been selling their copy of
Taps, and losing materially intfhe transaction.
The Taps is more than a mere book of sentiment to which a man can look back in years
to come; it also represents an expenditure of
cold cash. Here are the figures: Every student at Clemson, whether his picture is printed or not, pays three dollars for Taps in the
compulsory activity fee. Add to three dollars
the cost for club space or for ordinary picture
space and you have the cost of the book to
you.

He Is Rendering A Great ServiceThis week a member of the University Extension Staff in Columbia told this newspaper
that his office uses the facts and observations
gathered and made by Dr. B. O. Williams,
Clemson sociologist arid statistician, to good
advantage. "That man probably knows more
positive things about this state than anybody,"
said the Columbian.
Dr. Williams has been studying South Carolina intensively for many years, and now he
is telling what he found. And South Carolinians who hear the Dr.'s "microscope" speech
are beginning to think.
Three of the state's leading newspapers are
putting Dr. Williams' 35 fact-showing-slides
into newspaper mat form, and they will be
run weekly beginning next month. Too, the
Clemson man has written articles and editorials on this state's sociological ills, and his
remedies are becoming effective. Note the
live-at-home program now under way in
Greenville and other counties.
Dr. Williams is serving Clemson and South
Carolina well.

We've Elected Some Fine LeadersThe Blue Key, Senior piass, Scabbard and
Blade, Junior Class and other important student governing bodies have elected officers
this week.
And from what this newspaper knows of
McMillan, Stallworth, Graham, Pearce, et
al, they are a fine group — and active, aggressive group.
With the present keen student body and
proper student leadership, Clemson can't fail
to progress by leaps and bounds.
The Tiger takes this opportunity to extend
its best wishes and to promise full co-operation
to organizations workng for Clemson's best
interests.

Courses In MarriageA score of years ago there were perhaps
only a half dozen American colleges and universities offering a course in "marriage."
Today there are more than 250 enlightening
students on pre-marital and post marital activities. This number is still not what it should
be. Students in colleges (especailly women's
colleges) throughout the country are crying
via their student publications the desire for
such a course.
Clemson was among the first ,to organize
and offer a course in "marriage."
In colleges and universities where young
men and w£j**Wl come to gather knowledge
w-hicrT^m make them better suited to face
life it seems that such a course should unquestionably be a requirement in every curriculum.
E. S.

More Tennis Courts For Clemson?
Crawford Lawton, one of Clemson's really
prominent rising seniors, discussed Clemson's
tennis court situation in a letter to the Tiger
published last week.
We reprint the result of a survey made
by Lawton which shows that Clemson ranks
''bottom" among neighboring colleges in students per tennis court:
Institution
Student per Court
A.M.
P.M.
P. C.

56

167

Washington & Lee
Davidson

64
65

64
93

11
175

HI
175

Wake Forest
Citadel
N. C. State
V. M. I
Clemson
V. P. L

190

190

237

237

350
400

525
400

Tennis is a popular sport among Clemson
men and one which deserves encouraging. It
may be a good plan to build more tennis
courts.

A Problem: Enough Pillows?The seniors this year have decided to help
Jake Woodward, Clemson's genial alumni secretary, with his annual pillow problem.
For years one of the greatest puzzles commencement brings is pillows for visiting mothers and fathers and alumni.
John Brailsford, Tom Lawton, and other
outstanding seniors will collect pillows from
fellow-seniors during the next two weeks
and thereby make for a reserve supply.

Only The Select Are Recommended We're Doing Our DutyThis newspaper notes with interest an item
in the Spartanburg High School Scribbler
which tells of that school's recently adopted
policy of recommending only students with
an 80 per cent senior grade average for college admission.
Said the Scribbler quoting Mr. Wilson, the
school's principal: "... a high school diploma
is not in itself a certificate of admission to
college ..."

An Important Week For StudentsExams which will determine whether or
not many students pass will be held next week.
An important week it will be, too, and this
newspaper will not be so trite as to remind
students to study hard, be honest and work
like hell.

Clemson college's education system covers
all of South Carolina. In the college proper
this institution educates the -students and
through the extension service it educates
folks out over the state young and old.
This newspaper has been noting with interest the work of all units in the college and
extension service and it is amazed at the vast
territory covered and the great good accomplished.
For example: The visual education department, guided by expert J. D. Brown, is out
in the state day and night showing farmers
and other citizens talking pictures concerned
with everything from tuberculosis, its cure
and preventon, to the best methods for raising
corn.
Yes, this institution is doing its duty by
South Carolina.

time, 8:30, Big Football boys and
other of Stallworth's followers
collar-buttoned "voters"—and textilers and journalists on the McMillan band-wagon urged on his
supporters.
Came ballot counting time and
all Candidates with counters Kid
Sweeney and Maggie Magee assembled in the Blue Key room.
All were tense. Even Barney Marshall, CDA flash and Tiger society editor, was interested—for he
was running again for historian.
The votes were counted—Stallworth was declared winner by a
17 vote majority—Graham and
Gus Commander and Earl Mazo
were winners. The elected shook
hands with the defeated and
everybody wished everybody else
success and that campaign ended.
ENTER THE JUNIOR
But then came the rising juniors all fired by a brand new
clique which calls itself the "No
Ball Party" (whatever that means
we haven't learned yet) and the
"others" who aren't named.
The NBP's with "Deacon" Roy
Pearce at the helm had a complete ticket and they printed it.
"Vote the easy way" said NBP
workers, "we give you a ticket
already made out—all you must
do is sign!" And most of the
"workers" were footballers (180
pounds on up) who insisted that
their crowd and theirs alone could
give the football company and
the "masses" proper representation.
The
"Others"
combined
a
strange combination. At the top
for president was military, scholarly DeWitt Ross backed up by
happy-go-lucky "Senator" Jimmy
Lever who swears that politics
will be his career.
And that race^is on.
Before passing from campus
politics, tho, we must throw a
word of condemnation in at those
168 rising seniors who weren't
interested enough in their school
or class affairs to write and sign
a ballot.
Those boys had better realize
early that free voting, whether it
be in class election or in the outside world, is a privilege that not
too many people in this world
enjoy. And they had better realize
that in the ballot lies their freedom and their voice—for the
questions decided at the polls effect them very, very vitally.
It's a bit disheartening to any
'live' individual—the attitude of
that type of "don't give a damn"
citizen. Especially when he, the
citizen, is a college student, one
who is supposed to be heads above
the average—one who the masses
will look to for leadership in the
future.
Get hold" of yourself, you. 168
slackers. Or something like a
Hitler or a Stalin will get hold
of you.
ALEX GRAHAM'S TEETH
Alex Graham's two top front
teeth shared the limelight with
class elections Tuesday afternoon.
They were partially knocked
out at the Scabbard and Blade
initiations Monday night, and everybody had a personal explanation. Some said the military boys
were cruel, others that it was all
an accident.
Here's the inside story, from
Alex himself:
"We were all blindfolded. Somebody told Fred Gray to run and
me to turn around, accidentally,
at the same time, and I heard
a thud and felt those teeth give.
I don't know where the pieces
went—maybe down my throat,
but Fred has a heaaacne."
The Blade boys offered to buy
Alex two false teeth, but he re-:
fused.

Society Editor
Asks For Student
Co-operation
The co-operation of the cadet
corps is urged in the following
matter.
The CDA is endeavoring to
send a society note to the home
newspaper of all girls who attend
Clemson dances. In order to do
this efficiently the correct name
and initial of each cadet and hie
date should be neatly printed in
the space provided on the dance
roster.
Not only will this help in the
above mentioned matter, but it
will more easily facilitate the
placing of dates in barracks. It
is not necessary to indicate on
the roster what girls wish to be
placed with some other girl that
is the responsibility of the cadet
who makes up the bed. Thanks.
Barney Marshall,
(Society Editor).

1IAYEI
UNION NOW by Clarence K.
Streit; 312 pages,'College Library.
The idea of a gigantic union of
nations all of which have the same
type government and whose attitudes of the citizens toward this
government seem to be more or
less the same is not exactly a
new idea. It is at least as old as
the United States of America for
that was the principle upon which
our nation was founded: a union
of smaller divisions, in our, case,
colonies. Italy became a unified
nation out of the union of numerous small kingdoms. Present-day
Canada and the Union of South
Africa are similar examples. But
at any rate the giant union
which Mr. Streit proposes, is an
exceedingly interesting idea and
I can think of no reason why,
if it is adopted, it should not
be the greatest advancement of
civilization during the past two
hundred years.
Streit's proposal is that ten
democracies including America,
Great Britian, France, Belgium,
Netherlands, Switzerland, Denmark, Norway, Sweden, and Finland unite to form a common government for their people. That
government would be based on
the ideal principle that THE
STATE IS MADE FOR MAN, NOT
MAN FOR THE STATE. It would
embrace many of the qualities
of the Constitution of the United
States.
A union drawn up under these
lines would have a common citizenship, defense, money, and customs. That union would have more
than 60 per cent control of every
essential of war. It would be able
to reduce its armaments and still
be able to oppose its aggressors
by that -combination.
Author Streit says: "DEMOCRACY to me is the way to individual
freedom formed by men organizing themselves on the principle
of the equality of man. That if
they
organize
government
of
themselves in the sense that their
laws operate on them individually
as equals. UNION to me is a
democracy composed of democracies—an interstate government organized on the same basic principle, by the same basic method
and for the same basic purpose as
the democracies in it. . . . "
. E. S.

'that J. C. Covington-s gal came
up for Taps and stayed for JuniorSenior and Oscar can only wonder
at what might happen if he asks
her up for Finals.

Sweet Briar, Maryland, Duke,
Limestone, Coker, Erskine, Lander, Brehau, Carolina, and Agnes
Scott for a great year at the .
dances and he hopes they'll all
OSCAR SAYS - - be back many, many more times
that P. J. Burns is having an in the future.
awful time explaining to AnderOSCAR SAYS - - son how Greenville came before
that on the strength of last
Clemson when Anderson called week-ends performance he'll take
Greenville and wanted to be at back a lot that he's said about
Clemson but found P. J. with the Jungaleers in the past, and
Furman.
admit that even with Burney they
OSCAR SAYS - - have got a good band.
that the Great Garick found
OSCAR SAYS
himself in a bad fix Friday night
that Society Editor Marshall is
with only one date to find late
dates for, but when two femmes going to be a busy man covering
showed up Saturday he really all the teas and sponsoring social
began owing money.
service work next year and Oscar
OSCAR SAYS - - wonders if Teeny knows about
that he congratulates Manly that start he got over at Converse
Stallworth and reminds him that on the way back Sunday night.
OSCAR SAYS - - if he will make a sincere effort
that he suggests that the Sento carry out the principles of his
platform he will easily avoid the iors retain their dignity and that
criticism of such a column as of Clemson College by getting
about five freshmen to remove
this next year.
OSCAR SAYS - - the wagons from main building
that this campaign speaking is under their direction.
OSCAR SAYS - - a good idea and he suggests that
that the yard engines have been M
next year's freshman class be encouraged to resort to soap box pretty quiet of late but he gives*'
oratory in a big way when they No. 1 place to Little Fulmer—but
keep your eyes West hecause
are ready to pick their leaders.
young Sara is coming up.
OSCAR SAYS - - -'
OSCAR SAYS
that any comments, past or
that Mouse Rawls made about
present, in this column concerning
"student leaders" has had no per* as big an (censored) of himself
sonal bearing or feeling of any last week as any one child-mind
sort, and has been solely for the could have done.
OSCAR SAYS - - •
purpose of trying to further creatthat this column ends his reign
ive activities on their part and as scourer of the rut, but he has
on the part of next year's leaders. enjoyed it, and he only hopes that
OSCAR SAYS - - the multitude he missed enjoyed
that what Jake Harrison hasn't it twice as much.
managed to get in on this year
OSCAR SAYS - - cost a lot of money, and Oscar
that The Taps staff deserve
wonders why he doesn't take a compliments on the fine points
survey sometime and see what of the book even in it was a bit
other people think.
late. But Oscar knows now that
OSCAR SAYS - - the real reason for that was Tad
that the rain cut a good hay Shell's lengthy studying of Webride out Saturday night, but the ster in order to write them pomes
powerful Payne just turned back in the back of it.
OSCAR SAYS - - to Friday (and she is a good gal)
and made hay while the sun restthat he reminds all that Grayed.
son (he's 7 feet 6 inches) is comOSCAR SAYS - - plaint editor of the Tiger and not
that if you can believe every- Oscar.
OSCAR SAYS - - thing you've read in this column
the last four months, you can
that he ain't in his room he
listen to Frog Ware lecture an ain't in the show, in fact he ain't
entire year and believe everything to be found 'til he comes back
he says.
for Will Osborne and he won't
OSCAR SAYS - - be writing Oscars then so don't
that here's to Winthrop, Con- Jook for too dark a spot.
'nuff said!
verse, G. W. C, Randolph Macon,

fyEZT
At Harvard, officials of the
seven under-graduate dormitories
ruled that students entertaining
women in their rooms must henceforth take two in at a time. The
editor of the HARVARD CRIMSON said, "The irony of the situation lies in the fact that such
pretty annoyances are put in the
way of students while the normal
requirements of decency, such as
preventing the wrong kind of
women from walking into the
Dorms at 3 a. m. are allowed to
lapse."
At the University of Iowa the
editor of the DAILY IOWAN
launched a campaign to establish
a night club in the Universities
Memorial Union Cafeteria, complete with orchestra and refreshments, to keep the students on
the campus thus reducing the
highway death and injury toll.
In our broad field of American
education eager students are encouraged by many curious scholarships. The Princeton Club of
New York annually sends a worthy boy to Yale! Harvard gives
special aid to all aspiring youths
named "Murphy." The Chinese
government used to send her
students to American Colleges
from the proceeds of the Boxer
Rebellion Indemnity, and a gentleman in Massachusetts offers a
$500 scholarship to the lad who
shows the "Greatest Yankee Ingenuity."
Now that examination time is
drawing near students are breathing deeply for their second wind
in preparation of making the final
spurt. Many of them are simply
boneing and burning the midnight oil while others are resorting
to tutors and other outside special help. Some of the college
tutoring bureaus are operated by
students and are run on a big
scale. Perhaps the largest and best
of these tutoring bureaus is the
one run by a graduate student at
Harvard University. The student
started off by advertising in the
HAVARD CRIMSON his willingness to be of assistance in preparing for approaching exams. Today he rents a floor in a building
near one of the dormitories, hires
about two dozen assistants, and
tutors more than 500 students, a
year. The young t >u t o r boasts
among some of his former clients
Franklin D. Roosevelt, Jr., and
his brother, John.
Professor Lyon, Furman University, seems to be rather adept
with superlatives when he claims
his institution to have the best
faculty in the state, but his saying
that is easy to understand. We'll
start no controversy over the contention. The point is, judging from
past activities of the trustees and
the president we wonder just how
long their excellent faculty will
remain intact.

HAVE YOU A JOB, OR ANY PROSPECT OF A JOB?

Shoot The Show
By Will Wade
Friday: ."THE GREAT MAN
VOTES" John Barrymore shys
away from the lover's role for
a pleasant change and takes the
part of a lovable old sot who is
playing the father and mother to
his two boisterous children. The
versatile Barrymore finds himself
suddenly raised to fame through
a political manuever and is thus
put in a position to care for" his
children.-Movie goers in the corps
will find a picture entirely lacking
boy and girl element, but at the
same time that is a full 70- minutes of flawless entertainment.
Saturday: "LUCKY NIGHT".
The critics insist that this one is
a definite flop, but if Myrna Loy
is playing in" it it's got to be
at least fair. As Ben Bernie puts
it "Oh boy, Oh Loy," and too,
Robert Taylor is never half bad.
The slow story hampered by tedious dialogue concerns the heiress,
Miss Loy, who sets out to find a
job as a relief from boredom.
She meets Taylor on a park bench,
and they do the town up in the
usual shade of red, winding up
married. It's hard on Loy and Taylor fans.
Monday: "TAILSPIN" Here's
thrills for those oblivious to real
drama, but that's neither here
or there because mentioning the
presence of Alice Faye, Constance
Bennett and Nancy Kelly is enough to pack the house at Clemson. All are "Powder Puff" aviatrixes who risk their necks in
the Cleveland Air Derby in particularly and throughout the picture in general. Charles Farrell is
just incidental among the pulchritudinous
cluster.
The
drama
moves rapidly and keeps them on
the edge of the seats for an hour
and a half of good looks nd all
the thrills aviation affords.
Wednesday: "THEY MADE
HER A SPY" Maybe this one is
a sequel to "THE MADE ME A
CRIMINAL" but anyhow, its dime
novel fare. Sally Eilers handles
her part fairly well as a spy who
uncovers the activities of a vicious
foreign ring. Worth seeing but
it's a good thing Wednesday is
dime day.

J. E. Stinking I have lots of
prospects, but no job.
? ? ? ?
J. B. Montgomery: I had one,
but the stockholders closed the
place. I know some more stockholders.
? ? ? ?
Freddie Thompson: I've got
one, such as it is, with Goodyear."
? ? ? ?
Martin Crook: Yes, I've got one
with S. & W. Cafeteria.
? ? ? ?
Fred Hughes: No job, but I've
got two prospects.
? ? ? ?
H. Ij. Beach: Yes. I've got a
job at a summer camp and further prospects.
? ? ? ?
H. C. Avinger: I haven't got
one, but I've got a couple lined up.
Bob Pickling: I've got one.
? ? ? ?
Bud Knox: I have some good
prospects, but I haven't got a
job.
? ? ? ?
Joe Guess: I'm going to Medical school in Charleston.
? ? ? ?
Pop Perree: I have a Graduate
Assistantship at Rutgers."
?
? ? ?
O. D. BaJlenger: I have a job.
? ? ? ?
K. J. McCowan: I have a job
in Pittsburgh with Westinghouse.
? ? ? ?
T. G. Howard: Yes, I have a
job.
? ? ? ?
J. K. Smith: I have a job for
the rest of my life.
? ? ? ?
Tom Bainbridge; I have no job,
and only a half-hearted prospect.
? ? ? ?
E. W. Shepherd: I have a job
at home.
? ? ? ?
Red Pearson: I don't know
whether I'll take a textile job
or coach. I have prospects for
both.
?
? ? ?
Charlie Woods: I have a job with
Bailey Meter Co., at Cleveland,
Ohio.
? ? ? ?
Don Wiliis: I think that I've
got one.
? ? ? 7
Don Hutchinson: Yes, I've got
one with B. 3". Sturtevant Company in Boston. Now all I've got
to do ie pass Power Plants.
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Eight Clemson Classes Will Hold Reunions At Commencement Next^Month
Final Plans Are
Being Pushed

Junior-Senior
Dance Series
Is Big Success

CLASS OF '14
IS SENDING
SPECIAL INVITES

By Barney Marshall
(Society Editor)

Elaborate plans for a series
of Clemson class reunions to
be held here at commencement
are being rushed to completion.
Reunion classes are 1899,
1904, 1909, 1914, 1919, 1924,
1929, 1934.
A special edition of the Tiger
will be issued to reunioning
alumni Monday morning, June
5. Class celebrations will begin
June 3- and last through final
graduations, June 5.
* « *

Committee Urges
Classmates To Come
To Commencement
^"-..The '14 class reunion committee
sent, the following letter to classmates" everywhere recently:
Fellows:
Many things can happen only
once. You were born once—you
graduated at Clenison only once
—most of us have married only
once—f(Jule hasn't). Some of
these days we are expected to take
time~out to die (at least once)
—that will not be as long as it
hag been.
We can have only one 25th
reunion. What if all the members
of our beloved class could be together just one more time? Would
that not be great? June 4, 5, and
6 are the date*. If you are not
there to answer to your name, we
will miss you, and the reunion will
not be complete. Let nothing stop
you! The touch of a classmate's
hand will be worth any sacrifice
you make to be present—to see
the old professors, and behold
the many changes and improvements will give a thrill not to be
experienced elsewhere.
Enclosed is the last list of our
comrades *hat we have. If you
spot any needed corrections in addresses or can supply the ones
mising, please do so.
Above all else write us that you
will be present; then, work like
hell to do so.
Jo Jo often reminded us that
where there's a will, there' a way.
Yours for CLEMSON,
Jule Carson
Joe Douthit
Geo. Armstrong
Buddy ThornlrUl
Frank Jervey
Class Reunion
Committee.

MEMBERS OF CLASS
OF 1914
Editor's Note: The following
list are members of the class
of '14 who have contacted the
reunion arrangement committee.
Armstrong, G. M, (George), is
head of the department of Botany
and Bacteriology at Clemson. He
is married and has two sons.
Berly, J. A. (Joe) is connected
with the South Carolina Crop Pest
Commission, with headquarters at
Clemson College. Joe is married
and has one eon.
Boozer, H. S. is with the Southern Bell Telephone and Telegraph
Co., Denmark, S. C.
Boyd, A. B. is ajawyer in New
York'City.
Browne, G. H. (Skeet) is in
the Electrical Supply business at
Rock Hill, S. C.
Bryant, V, F. located at Little
Rock, Arkansas with the U. S.
Engineer's Office.
Byrd, E. M. Field Traveling engineer of the Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Company. Byrd's territory seems to be anywhere and

Prominent Alumnus-

The Clemson College Class Of 1914 During Its Freshman Year-

T. W. THORNHILL (Top,
right, now in Charleston; Jules
Carson, (top, left) n o w Coach
of the Woffora football" team,
Spartanburg; and Joe Douthit
(leity of Pendlelon are among
of the Class of '14 who will attend the class reunion here during commencement exercises.
Mr. Thornhill is a prominent
Charleston business man and
governor of the Carolinas Rotary clubs. Mr. Douthit, considered among the most successful Southern farmers, is a Clemson college trustee.

Focal point in Clemson's social
activities of last week-end cen
tered around the fiel dhouse
where was held the annual Junior
Senior Ball. Favorable rtports
from all sides indicate that the
series of three dances with music
by the Clemson Jungaleers,^ was
highly successful.
Starting with the Friday night
dance, a crowd of several hundred
cadets and their dates assembled
in the finely decorated field house
to enjoy the^swing of the Jungale
ers. The music proved to be in
taste with the moods of a varied
group of dancers, arid with -dimmed lights couples filled the
floor to almost capacity.
Having worked up an appetite
in the hours of 9-12, the Junior
and Senior couples made their
way to the college mess hall where
Captain Harcombe had been waiting to be served the traditional
banquet.. As each couple filed into
the hall the -girl was given her
favor of the evening—a colorful
compact displaying the likeness
of a cadet and feminine escort.
The tables soon filled, and with
various colored hats adorning the
heads of everyone present; the
food was hastily brought forward.
During the meal the Jungaleers
played appropriate music for the
occasion. After the banquet the
dancers again entered the field
house to continue their evening's
dancing until 2 a. m.
In the afternoon it looked like
rain and the Clemson-Furman
baseball game might spoil the
free tea dance. Howev.er, the completion of the game found groups
hurrying to get into the swing
of things once more, and. at 6
p. m. almost weary dancers ceased
for a bite to eat.
Rain made the Saturday night
dance look gloomy from the outside, but inside the atmosphere
was one of complete enjoyment,
and things were really jumpin'.
Twelve o'clock midnight ended the
1939 Junior-Senior—onei which
ought to be long remembered by
those fortunate enough to attend.

Charleston School
Celebrates 100th
Birthday This Year

By Bill Wade

The Clemson Administration
and The Tiger recently sent congratulatory telegrams to the high
school of Charleston and to Mr.
H. O. Strohecker, principal, on
that institution's celebration of
its 100th anniversary.
The Bantam, high school newspaper, issued a special 26-page,
five-column edition, commemorating the anniversary.
The following note was received
from Principal Strohecker this
week:
"Please extend to the Student
Body of Clemson College our
hearty thanks for the telegram of
congratulations and greetings.
Your thoughtfulness is greatly
appreciated."

everywhere for he was in West agricultural agent in southern
Texas at the time of our last re- Georgia in 1915.
union.
....McDonald, F. H. is a Consulting
Carson, J. L. (Jule) Director Engineer in Atlanta, Ga.
of Athletics, Wofford College,
McLure, J. W .(Bill) is a ConSpartanburg, S. C. In charge of struction Engineer for the Treasall athletics-, both intercollegiate ury Department in the Public
and intra-mural. Active coaching Buildings Branch. He has a son,
work in football and track. Career J. W., Jr., who is a freshman at
in athletic work includes four Clemson this year. His permanent
years on staff at Clemson, 1927- headquarters is .Washington, D.
Sincerely,
'31. work being in football and C., but he is now on a job at
H. O. Strohecker,
track. Bears the doubtful distinc- Mullins, S. C.
Principal.
tion of being the only remaining
Morgan, G. R. is now a member
bachelor in Class of '14.
of the firm and Head of Steam
T. H. Fagg of the Dairy class
Dantzler, F. C. was farming at Engineering Department of J. E. of 1931 was recently made assist- All Are Expert
Holly Hill, S. C, the last time we Sirrine and Co., Consulting En- ant county |agent of Franklin Marksmen Reports
heard from him.
gineers. Greenville, S. C. George county, X. C. Up until this time,
Trials for the rank of expert
Douthit, J. B. (Joe) "You may supervised the design of the new Mr. Fagg was D. H. I. supervisor
tell the boys that I will be there Textile Building heating system, of the Baltimore Dairy at Balti- marksman were recently completed on the Clemson range, every
and that I am one of the Pendle- new barracks heating system, new more, N.. C.
man in the contests winning the
ton R. F. D. citizens. I still am boiler and other equipment in
rak. Every man on last year's
enjoying life and its three square the power house at Clemson. He Association of South Carolina.
team attained this rank, making
meals per day. It may rain too is married and has two boys.
Willis, J. W. (Blossom) is the all menthers of the present team
much or not enough for the crops,
Oetzel, J. G. was with the At- Post Master at Lynchburg, S. C.
Expert Marksmen in the Small
the price of cotton and peas may- las Imperial Diesel Engine Co.,
Wood, W. D. (Bill) is the Coun-^
stay below the cost of production, Oakland, California, the last time ty Agent in the Extension Service B
and the old cow may still be dry he was heard from.
at Bennettsville, S. C.
—'I'm a 'goin' anyway. Boll weevParker, H. L. is with the U.. S.
Woodward, J. T. is in the Buildils and crab grass can have the Bureau of Entomology in France. ing Supplies business at Columbia,
cotton if necessary, the cotton mill Harry says "I can not attend the S. C.
boys will steal it next fall any- reunion, I am too far away. I
Barron, B. P. (Bennie) is Travway. What is a crop when a fel- would like mightily to be there eling Engineer in the state of
A. M. Quattlebaum of the civil
low can have a reunion of his but in the meantime Adolph might Kentucky with the Public Works
class? Those who do not come will run wild and I'd better stick Administration, Atlanta, Regional engineering department, will leave
be out of luck." Joe is now a around here. Not that I could Office. He is -married and has Clemson at the end of this sesmember of the Board of Trustees. straighten him out but wouldn't two daughters, who, he say, "root" sion to pursue his studies toward
Emerson, C. R. (Chubby) with want to leave France in. the lurch. for the "Tigers" even though their a Doctor's degree at the Univerthe Perry-Mann Electric Company, Tell "Hop" that's fine work but Mother went to the University of sity of Iowa, where he has accepted a position of research asColumbia, S. C.
don't hide from him the fact that Kentucky!
sistant in hydraulics.
Erwin, J. W. (Sook) is in the a lot of others with similar inMcDonald, J. W. State Highway
Professor Quattlebaum, a Tau
wholsesale grocery business, Spart- spiration might have done as Department—working on a bridge
Beta Pi member, graduated at
anburg, S. C.
well."
across the Savannah River.
Clemson in the class of '34, and
Fletcher, J. E. works chiefly
Pearlstine, L. C. is manager of
Jones, B. M. is with the Duwith the rate department, of the Wholesale Hardware Department quesne Light Co., Pittsburgh, Pa., received his Master's degree at
Carolina Power and Light Co., of the Shep-Pearlstine Co. with as Division Engineer, System Cornell two years later. He is
Raleigh, N. C. He is married and headquarters at St. Matthews, S. Planning. He has taken a some- not sure whether he will return
C. He has taken a prominent part what active interest in the en- to Clemson after finishing his
has one son.
Gandy, A. P. (Hop) is farming in the public activities in St. gineering societies in the Pitts- work at the University of Iowa,
in Darlington county. He is mar- Matthews-and he is a hearty sup- burgh District and nationally, he stated.
ried and has two children. The porter of Clemson and its athletic now being Chairman of the Elecboy is a senior at Clemson this teams.
SEND MOTHER
trical Section of the Engineers'
year. This is the first son of a
Perry, W. L. (Bill) is with the Society of Western Pennsylvania.
"Something For Keeps"
member of the class of '14 to fin- Perry-Mann Electric Company,
From
DECEASED MEMBERS
ish at Clemson.
'
Columbia,
S. C.
THE PINT TREE BOOK
s
C.
W.
Baker,
D.
K.
Banks,
J.
Gilmore, E. R. is a chemist at
Pre sley, E. H. (Buck) is ProAND GIFT SHOP
Charleston, S. C.
fessor of Plant Breeding with the C, Barksdale, W. F. Brawley, R.
Haddon, T. C. (Tomnue) is College and Experiment Station E. Cox, J. E. Dunlap, R. B. 231 N. Main St. — Greenville
(Don't fail to enclose a card
following his line of work as land- at the University of Arizona, Tuc- Ezell, J. F. Harrison, F. S. Johnston.. J. M. Mclntosh, E. P. Salter,
For Mother's Day).
scape architect with the Morrow son, Arizona.
Mountain State Park, Albermarle,
Robertson, F. H. (Bobby) has C C. Thornton, and J. H. S. Wells.
N. C.
„
. been with the Potomac Edison
Hanvev, E. (Jock) is a County Company at Hagerstown, Md., for
Supervisor with Farm Security the last fifteen years. He came
Selling Merchandise to Juniors and Seniors going to
Administration, McCormick, S. C. with them as Industrial Engineer
He is married and has three boys and now holds the position as
Camp at Anniston. No advance in prices. No charge for
District Manager. He is married
and one girl.
Harris, T. G. (Finger) is with and has five children.
holding checks. SEE .. .
the American Cotton Co-operative
Rogers, T. B. is superintendent
Association at Greenville, S. C. of the Southern Cotton Oil ComHood, R. S., Jr. (Dick) says pany, Decatur, Ala., is married
that he has been married to the and has two sons.
same woman for 15 years and
Schilletter, A. E. (Gus) is Ex"Clemson's Clothier"
they have two daughters (best I tension Horticulturalist in the Excould do). What hair he has left tension Service at Clemson ColPalm Beach Tuxedoes and Suits, Sport Shirts, Bathing
is gray. Says he goes to see Buddy lege.
Schilletter, W. A. (Bill) SupThornhill once a year so as to
Trunks, Slacks, Shoes, Sport Socks, Etc.
get some of. his pep and energy erintendent of Schools at Tryon,
for the following year's work. He N. C.
y
is sales manager for the J. G.
Smith, H. L. is with the TuckBrill Co. and the American Car assee Manufacturing Co at Greenand Foundry Motors Co. in his ville, S. C.
district with headquarters in St.
Stanford, A. G. is with the Roberts and Co. in Atlanta, Georgia.
Louis.
James, B. M. (Jimmy). Jimmy Thornhill, T. W. (Buddy) is presComplete Uniforms To Clemson Men.
|
is now Major James, doing in- ident of the Charleston Oil Co.,
structional work with the ROTC and District Governor of Rotary
PHILADELPHIA, PA.
Unit at St. Norbert College, West International. He is a past president of the Charleston Chamber
De-Pere, Wisconsin.
Jackson, Robert (Bob) is Sec- of Commerce, past president of
retary and Treasurer of the Gas- the Clemson College Alumni Astonia" Full-Fashioned Hosiery Mill sociation and is generally recogHATS
nized as one of the outstanding
at Gastonia, N. C.
Jervey, Frank J. (Frank) did and leading business me of CharShirts, Ties, Polo Shirts, Slacks, Etc.
not report much about himself leston, S. C. He is married and
but we know that he is with the has two children.
Ordnance Department in WashTinsley, D. D. is a merchant and
Greenville, S. C.
ington. He says that his indica- the Post' Master at Whitstone, S. I 8 South Mi n St.
tions are that from 35 to 40 will C.
be present for the class reunion.
Todd, J. R. is the owner and
Lewis, A. P. (Brock) is teach- operator of J. R. Todd and Co., ***
ing agriculture in the schools of Merchants, at Due West, S. C.
We Specialize In Serving
Ward, A. H. (Audley) is DisDamascus, Ga.
McBride. J. X. (Jim) is Gen- trict Agent for the Extension SerBanquets And Good Sunday Dinners.
eral Agricultural Agent for the vice, located at Aiken, S. C.
Seaboard Air Line Railway with
Wilkerson, W. B. (Beattie) is
headquarters in Savannah, Ga. superintendent of Education of ? DORN MANAGEMENT
SENECA, S. C.
Jim has been with the railroad York county and is now president %
since leaving college, starting as of the County Superintendent's

Quattlebaum To
Study At Iowa U.

The YMCA will ring down the
curtain on its year's program with
activities with the concluding Vesper programs on Sunday afternoon and evening. The Reverend
David A. Clyburn, methodist cinister at Clemson, will be the principal speaker for both occasions,
and music will be furnished by
the Y Music committee.
Last Sunday the Vesper programs were conducted by the, deputation team from the University
of South Carolina. The group included Miss Lodema Gaines, assistant dean of women at the university, Miss Hannah Heyward,
president of the Y. W., and Benjoe Williams, star football player
and member of the Y Cabinet.
CABINET MEETS
The Y Cabinet held its final
meeting at the. Cabin on the Seneca river this afternoon. Plans
for the coming year were laid out
and charges were made to the new
committee men by the outgoing
members. After the business meeting the group enjoyed a steak fry
and camp supper.
BLUE RIDGE
Several members of this year's
Cabinet will be at Blue Ridge, N.
C. during the summer to attend
the YMCA training school.

Co-Ed Architect
Gets Due Ducking
"Bo Rat" Ellen Carpenter,
Architecture co-ed, finally got
what was coming to her.
• Tuesday 'evening at the Engine
House, while the professor was
out of the room, she was seized
by three freshmen architects,
thrust under the spigot in the
drafting room, and efficiently
pooled.
Ellen is a good sport, though.
She. emerged from the pooling
with dripping hair and a smile.
She said, "I've been threatened with this all year, but I didn't
believe you'd do it."

Definitely

COOL

Goodale To Advise
Professor Ben Goodale of the
Dairy department this week accepted a position as advisor with
the White Dairy Products Company of Raleigh, North Carolina,
for the summer.
Professor Goodale will assume
his duties about the first of June
and return here for the school
term next fall.
I CRYSTALS FITTED WHILE
YOU WAIT.
GUARANTEED

WATCH REPAIRS
FEINSTEIN'S WATCH
SHOP

Shop At

•

Belk-Simpson's

Atlantic Grill

Air Conditioned

The Pride of Main street.
— Soda and Lunch —
— 24 Hour Service —
114 N. Main St., Greenville

Main St.

Greenville, S. C.
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SENECA JOURNAL
We make all the cuts in every issue of THE TIGER!
Our prices are such that you can afford to use cuts.

o

JOURNAL ENGRAVING CO.
SENECA, S. C.

HOKE SLOAN

WILLIAM C. ROWLAND

B. M. JONES, Clemson, '14,
is division engineer in charge
of system planning, Duquesne
Light Company, Pittsbnrg, Pa.
Mr. Jones was publicity chairman of a recet AIEE DinnerDance held in Pittsburg. (This
is the final Prominent Alumnus
picture in the current series.
The series will be continued
next year).

Y NEWS

P

GORMAN'S

HOTEL PALMETTO

I

GET THE BEST
AT

SULLIVAN HARDWARE CO.
Sporting Goods — Farm Implements
Paints and Varnishes
ANDERSON, S. C.

Enjoy a trip to the World's Fair in a new DE-SOTO!

KILGORE MOTOR CO.
DE-SOTO and PLYMOUTH DEALERS
GREENVILLE, S. C.

CLEMSON CADETS ARE ALWAYS WELCOME AT

SAM'S LUNCH ROOM
College Street

Greenville, S. C. £
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'40 Taps Staff Appointed-
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Locals Primed For State Education Contest This Week
Honor Fraternity
To Aid Officials
In Management

Managed Affairs Of Clemson's 1939 Yearbook-

22 Hundred Dollar
Scholarships Opeij
To High Schoolers

The Clemson chapter of Alpha Tau Alpha, honor educaTwenty-.two $100 Sears-Roetion fraternity, will play a mabuck frerhman scholarships will
jor part in conducting the anagain be given next session, W.
nual South Carolina Vocation3. Aull, chairman of the scholaral Agricultural Education conship committee announced today.
test here this week-end, ProCiven for the las't two years
fessor J. B. Monroe, director
to outstanding agricultural high
of the contest; announced this
school centers, the scholarships
week.
're financed entirely by the Sears
company.
The fraternity, headed by its
president, Harris Beach, will conAn aptitude test, to consist of
duct the state judging contest
questions about English, Agriculfor ag students at Clemson, furture, History, Biology, Geography,
nish information booths and manGovernment, General Science,
age guest registration, sponsor
a picnic supper Friday night for
Mathematics, and current events,
will be taken by applicants July
guests and visiting teachers, lead
tours of the campus, manage the
STUDENTS, FACULTY MEN, AND ALUMNI are this week singing the praises of the 1939 Taps 20. Final selections will be made
sleeping quarters, assist in ob
staff. The issue of Clemson's yearbook just off th e press is being acclaimed as one of the finest ever from these examinations.
taining material for the judging, published. Co-Editors Jake Harrison (left) and Tad Shell (right) and business manager Luke Lafaye
A ?200 Sophomore scholarship
help correct contestant's papers,
will also be given to the outstand(middle) lead file current staff in its activities.
and take part in presentation of
ing man receiving the freshman
the awards.
year in marksmanship. Medals jor Glenn Hufford and Sergeant scholarship award this year, it was
announced. The winner of this
Alpha Tau Alpha, too, will preand awards for merit in firing O. A. DeMotte, fired in the Fourth award will be announced this
sent a prize to the -student with
will
be
presented
tonight.
C.
"E;
Corps
Areat
matches,
the
Hearst
summer.
the best supervised practice proSpires is high man for the year, Trophy matches, and the National
gram.
Pickney Eve, prominent rising followed
by
J.
C.
Crumbley
who
The Clemson rifle team is havInter-collegiate matches. They won Agricultural Junior and winner
Top prize of the contest will
lost
the
tie
for
first
place
by
one
a picnic at La^e Isaqueena
be a trip to Knasas City for the ing
two games from Davidson college of a freshman scholarship, will go
point in the grand totals.
to Chicago this summer to comhighest team in livestock judging. this afternoon to celebrate the
The Clemson team, under Ma- and lost one to The Citadel.
pete for the annual $500 award.
Other prizes include a gold watch, completion of a very successful
to be given to the highest scorer,
and a silver dish, to be given to
the high team. A prize will also
i be given to the high scorer in
MEMBERS OF THE 194o TAPS STAFF announced today fcy I each of the individual classes.
Teams from fifteen schools, reCo-editors Jake Harrison aiul Tad Shell are shown above. Hoby
Cranford, top left, is photo editor; Ken McLaurin, top right, is presenting the three first teams
advertising manager; Arnold Grayson, bottom left, associate photo of the five districts of the state
editor; Ed Halbnan, bottom right, assistnt editor. Bill Manning, will compete.
Scheduled to arrive here Frisports editor, and Bill Anderson, literary editor, are not shown.
day night, the contestants will
be the guests of the college until
after the contest.
Schools sending teams for the
contes are Liberty, Mountain
View, and Central, first district;
Chester, Boiling Springs, and
Hickory Grove for the second district; Columbia, Batesburg, and
Leesville from the third district;
By "Senator" Lever
ROCK ISLAND, ILL.— (ACP) Ridgeland, Hampton, and BranchDistinguished, dignified,, schol- —Collegians throughout the na- ville of the fourth district, and
arly, and colorful is Dr. Gilbert tion will stand up and cheer the Mullins, Sardis, and Loris of the
H. Collings, acting professor of recent pronouncement of "Do's fifth district.
Agronomy. Although a compara- and Don'ts for Dames On Dates"
All awards and prizes to be
tively young man, Dr. Collings has made by Augustana College men. given to the first place winners
already compiled an enviable reJust to clear the air of a lot are donated by commercial comcord as a soil ecientist, and his of disturbing thoughts and no- panies, which are interested in
fame reaches across the continent tions, Augustana men have drawn Agricultural Education.
and to foreign countries.
up 15 rules they believe their
The list ot accomplishments co-ed companions should follow
MINARETS HONOR
under Dr. Collings' name in Here they are:
"Who's Who In America" are
1. Don't keep your date wait- FOUR INITIATES
manifold; his textbooks and tech- inng. Be prompt.
The Minarets, honor Architecnical works are used by the out2. Don't try to make too good ture
fraternity, honored its four
_„+or,/»rlg toAhnipji_aghogl8__of_thJL _a*L--iirL{ir-©e»i&»--ik& first night.
new
members with a steak supper
v MEMBERS OF THE 1939-'40 SENIOR PLATOON, shown a bove, made its debut at Visitor's Day ceremonies this month. The
nation. Clemson students study
3. Don't be a walking cosmetic Thursday
night at "Charley's platoon wiU drill at major Clemsoiii events next year. Members, in p icture, are: F. F. Bateman, W. I. Bouton, M. L. Bridge, E. R. Bird,
(?) his "Cotton Production and counter.
Steak House" in Greenville.
Commercial Fertilizers" along
L. IJ. Cason, G. C. Commander, M. S. Crews, J. C. Crumbly, J. G. Farmer, C. O. Fariium, R. G. Forsythe, J. F. Gray, A. Hawkins, B.
4. Don't ponder over the menu
The new members: Miles Falls,
F. Hester, L. S, Horton, S. C. Hunt, J. B. Jones, W. H. Kearse, K. W. Kolb, C. B. Lawton, J. R. Liles, C. E. Little John, AV. M. McGinty,
with students at Cornell, Rutgers, for half an hour and then eat
Junior;
"Red"
Blair,
Junior;
HarPenn State, Kentucky, Michigan, only a small portion of your order.
C. H. McLaurin, G. M. McMillan, W. A. Mappus, G. M. Miller, T. A. Murrah, C. G. Newton, R. A. Pericola, C. G. Planck, M. C. Propst,
ry Demosthenes, Sophomore; and H. ». Putnam, W. P. Quan^, W. A. Rhyne, T. Richardson, A. W. Sanders, C. K. Sells', B. Sharpe, C. E. Spires, J. M. Stallworth, H. N.
and all Southern A.&M. College.
5. Don't eat too much. The boy H. A. Nilson, Junior; received Webb, F. E. Wells, A. D. Graham, W. I. Ragdale, B. H. Yarboro ugh, H. A. Johnson, C. V. Wray, T. E. Kerhulas, B. A. King and
Among other positions of honor
and importance which he holds wants to go to school four years, their final degree of initiation J. G. Hammond.
.
_
—Staff Photo By Pericola.
Tuesday night.
at present, he is Soil Collaborate too.
6. Don't try to attract the atfor the Soil Conservation Service,
secretary of the S. C. Academy for tention of other fellows while on
the advancement of science, and a date.
South Carolina's representative on
7. Don't retouch make-up in
the council of American Society public.
for the advancement of science.
8. Do something to show your
When your reporter asked him appreciation.
how he acquired the title of
9. Do your education justice by
"The Lord," he replied, "The keeping
the conversation' interestboys dubbed me 'The Lord' the ing.
first time I walked into a class
10. Do something to overcome
room back in 1918, and it stuck."
desire to be sophisticated and
He apparently enjoys the monick- the
glamorous. Be natural.
er immensely.
ni/\ nil I I rr outstanding for his combination of
"What's your hobby, Doctor?" m 11. Do your part in this dating
Dlw DILL LCC^ burning speed, control and games won,
business
by
at
least
presenting
the
we asked. As quick as a flash opportunity for our asking you.
ing called 'The Lord,' and tear12._Do your best to converse
inng the house up and rebuilding
it."1 Dr. Collings then informed and mix with us.
13. Do your share in supporting
us that he had completely supervised the building of his very at- jsportsi events.
tractive home, and that he makes , 14. Do believe us when we say
all needed repairs even now. He "looks" aren't everything.V
is an enthusiastic chess player,
a capable musician, "loves" Persian cats, likes swimming, fishing, son's greatest need is an improved
and skating. His favorite sport is faculty, both in number and qualbasketball and he only enjoys ity.
An adept conversationalist he
sports if he can participate in
thrills you as he narrates how he
them.
Politically he is a Democrat stood under the Arche de Triand a conservative—thinks Jim- omphe' and .reviewed the French
mie Byrnes is the man to watch military parade on Bastille Day in
in 1940. He teaches merely for 1927 as guest of the French govthe enjoyment of it. Thinks Clem- ernments.

Riflers Picnic After
Hot Year Of Sho6ting

The 1939-'40 Clemson Senior "Crack" Drill Platoon Takes A Bow- .

Collings Likes To
Fish, Build, And
Be Called 'The Lord'

Dames Please Take
Note; Clemson Men,
Too, Agree To This

(Jutstanding (combinations
and CHESTERFIELD, outstanding for its can't-be-copied
combination of the world's best tobaccos.

V^hesterfields' can't-be-copied blend makes
them outstanding for refreshing mildness...
for better taste...for more pleasing aroma
... outstanding for real smoking enjoyment.
When you try them you will know
why Chesterfields give millions of men
and women more smoking pleasure...
why THEY SATISFY

a
a
1'a

OS
*

Shop at Poe Hardware
The Complete Store!
We Carry A Complete Line of Goods For Every Need.

POE HARDWARE
GREENVILLE S. C

S. MAIN ST.
»t"ft.$jiMiu|Mfcrt^"MMMlJ''t"fr<"M^

DRINK

I
The pause that refreshes

The RIGHT COMBINATION of the world's best cigarette tobaccos
They're Milder ... They Taste Better

COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO. — ANDERSON, S. C.
Copyright 1939,
LIGGETT & MYERS TOBACCO

BIG BILL LEE
Pitching Star of the Chicago
Cubs. An outstanding pitcher
in the National League.

CO.

"V
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Tiger Teams Complete Most
Championships
Pour In From
AH Directions

Journalists Speak At Writers' Banquet-

NEW SPORTS MAKE
DEBUT DURING YEAR
By J. S. Mace
By Arthur Williams
CHAMPEENSHIPS
And so this brings the term to a close. It has' been a
pleasant term to cover, too, seein' as how we took the state
and southern basketball conference .championship, and the state and southern conference
.swimming laurels, and drew for top place in
boxing and baseball. Yes, it was a mighty
pleasant semester in a sporting way. May
next year be as successful as this!
TWO ROOMS

The Clem<son athletic teamfc.
have compiled remarkable records
in all branches of athletics. The
football team, state champs, placed third in the Southern Conference behind only Duke and V.
M. I. The basketball team, rated
underdogs in the Southern Conference basketball tournament, defeated Maryland in the finals to
take that crown.
The track team won the State
meet, and the baseball team, with
only one regular pitcher ended
up in a tie with Newberry for the
State championship.
In the minor sports, the swimming team won the state meet unopposed and went on to win the
Southern Conference meet. The
tennis team pulled up in second
place in the state, beaten only by
P. C. The rifle team also had a
fine record, winning two out of
three inter-collegiate shoulder to
shoulder matches.
Soccer proved itself to be a
coming sport ,and Lacrosse was
played for the first time in South
Carolina.

Nine tenths of the news in this column,
land most of the news stories on this page,
were gathered in two rooms over in football
barracks. Watson Magee and Blackie Heatwole live in one of the rooms and Charlie
Woods and Red Pearson in the other. The rest of the athletes
store their clothes and sleep in other rooms and live in those
two. Since September, there has been a perpetual argument
(usually over sports) raging.
FOOTBALL—
You learn a lot about a fellow after arguing with him for
The Tiger football team won
a year.
B ..
seven, lost one and tied one game
during the season of 1938. The
team, paced by such greats as
THE MONK
Don Willis, Shad Bryant, Gus
Take Don Willis, for instance. He'll be remembered, I Goins, Penny Pennington, and captain Charlie Woods, won over P.
reckon, because he could rip into a line, tear it open and zoom C, Tulane, Kentucky, George
through. That's not the way we bull-session boys remember Washington, Carolina, Furman,
and Wake Forest. Suffering a
him. Don had his spot picked out for the confabs. He'd lie general let-down after the stiff
contest with the Tennessee Vols,
on Maggy Magee's bed, always good-natured, smiling and in the
Tigers fought the under-rated
the background. Probably the quietest gentleman ever to enter V. M. I. team to a 7-7 deadlock.
The only loss of the season was
Clemson, he is certainly the best-natured. A few years from against
the strong Tennessee elevnow ,the old grad of the class of '39 will say, ''That Don en, the final outcome being 20
Willis could certainly tear a line to shreds." Hi? teammates to 7 in favor of the Vols. The
game was not as one-sided as
will say, "He is the best-natured fellow I've ever known, and the score seems to indicate, but
was well-played by both teams up
a nice ball player, too."
to the final minute. Clemson beat
And so association with the boys has, of course, done much the favored Tulane .team by a
margin, swamped Carolina
to give a clearer picture of their real selves. The intimate c!ose
in the State Fair classic, and
picture is always absolutely different from the one you get staved off a last minute rally by
Furman to beat them 10-7.
when you stand off a way and look at 'em.
Those personalities have made this p'age, and, much more BASKETBALL—
Coming back after a slow start
important, they've made sports history. Their enthusiasm has
at the beginning of the season,
carried them far; their courage, sportsmanship, and skill even the team won the Southern Conference tourney the hard way,
farther.
coming from the bottom up. The
basketeers, winning barely enough
NEW ORLEANS
games to qualify for a tournament
upset all the dope buckets
Down in New Orleans, Gene Flathmann did a little cour- bid,
and breezed through N. C. State,
ageous game-saving. Tulane had the ball away down by our Davidson, Wake Forest, and beat
in the finals to take
goal. It was first down and goal to go. A line play failed. Then Maryland
the conference championship.
they hit tackle, and Gene stopped 'em. They hit him again, and TRACK—
The track team won four out of
he stopped 'em again. On the fourth down, Tulane tried the five
meets this year, losing only
line again and Gene made the tackle. Goodness knows how to Georgia and winning against
he managed it, but he made four tackles straight when the P. C, Georgia, Carolina, and the
State meet. The tracksters, rated
pressure was on against the toughest opposition we had. by most sports writers as second
That's an example of the nerve and skill of a player carrying to Carolina, came from behind
in both the Carolina meet and
the boys a long way.
the state meet to win over the
Gamecocks. Carolina has one or
The team has always been a stickler for observing train- two outstanding stars but no
ing rules during the season, partly because of those bull ses-, team to back them up. On the
other hand, Clemson had the betsions. They know each other, and, breaking training is letting ter balanced team, and took enough second and third places,
the other fellows down.
along with some first places, to
♦
*
A few years ago, though, a couple of 'em came n limping win both meets. The deciding factor in the State meet was the
from a post-season celebration. It seems that they saw a tree, final event, tlie mile relay. Preand decided to get it down. And, at the time, the best way to vious to this time the two teams
were running neck and neck, but
get it down seemed to be to throw a hip-block against the the Tigers had the fresher team
trunk and knock it down. And that's how they came limping and went in front to win the
event and the meet.
back to school.
BASEBALL—
Sure, they know how to raise cain. And they're more-to
The baseball team, contrary to
be admired because they know how and don't during training all pre-season reports, started the
season. It's no job at all for a fellow who doesn't smoke not season with a bang, taking over
and holding top position in the
to smoke during training, but it takes some little effort on the state baseball race. Even without
part of a man who does to stop just all of a sudden. And there a well-balanced pitching staff, the
team has done remarkably well
wasn't a grain of tobacco burned in football barracks during in winning nine games and losing
football season. The man who broke training broke faith with four. Near the end of the race,
the whole pitching staff faltered,
-the gang. Smashing the training rules means loss of prestige. even the old reliable Coker showing signs of overwork. However,
Those personalities account for much of the support be- the lead piled up at the beginning
hind the teams, too. During the season's opening football game of the season was sufficient to
stave off any challengers for the
three seasons ago ,this writer sat on the Clemson side (sat crown except for Newberry, who
rather gently due to the influence of sophomores, brooms and came up into a tie with Clemson
for first place.
things) and ardently hoped the football team would get hell
licked out of them by P. C. The football team were upper- BOXING—
The boxing team, led by Capclassmen. All upperclassmen paddled freshmen, therefore foottain Bill Caeon, Wilson, Ross, Berball players paddled freshman and so weren't worth a conti- and Dreisbach, closed a fairly sucnental gosh darn. Then, too, high school boys are influenced cessful season with four wins, one
loss, two ties, and fourth place
by those rumiors that all scholarship athletes are paid muscular in the Southern Conference Tourbums.
ney. The team was highly touted
during the regular season, and
But after the game he met (much against his will) Harold showed its power and strength
Lewis, the captain, Kng Kong Bryant and a few of the in beating such schools as Florida,
others. From that second on, anyone who didn't sit on the P. C, and The Citadel. Loyola and
Carolina both tied Clemson in
Clemson side and yell very, very loudly for the Clemson gang bouts. The boxers seemed to
wasn't worth a continental gosh darn. Those personalities have slack up near the end of the
gone a long, long way toward getting support within the season and although favorites to
repeat their Southern Conference
school itself.
victory, ended up in fourth place
Every year this time it's a hard job to say good bye to SWIMMING—
the graduating football company seniors. This year it's parswimming team participatticularly hard. Bob Bailey/Charlie Woods, Watson Magee, Phil ed The
in thirteen meets, winning
Chovan, Blackie Heatwole, Red Pearson, Jack Bryce, Don eleven and losing two. All opWillis, Curtis Pennington and Gus Goins have done a lot for ponents were swamped except for
Clemson and Clemson athletics. They've led the most success- Georgia, who beat the Tigers in
both meets. The swimming team
ful teams ever to play>for Clemson, and they'll be missed swam against and beat Miami
mightily. They're the ^jfeam of the crop.
University, V. M. I., V. P. I., N.

BEN ROBERTSON, PROMINENT AUTHOR AND JOURNALIST, (above) and Harry" Ashmore, Greenville News Columbia correspondent (below) were featured speakers at the annual Gamma
Alpha Mu banquet held in the college mess hall Monday night.
Robertson told the honor Clemson writers, and their guests about
international affairs and his own experiences: while traveling
around the world. Ashmore spoke about the legislature. The speakers were introduced by Professor John Lane, fraternity faculty
advisor. Nine fraternity initiates were formally inducted at the
banquet.
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Four Track Men Block C Takes In
To Conference
Six Baseballers,
Meet Tomorrow Eight Track Men
Five Clemson runners will participate in the Southern Conference track meet Friday and Saturday on Fetzer field at Chapel
Hill. Calhoun, McFadden, Dickerson, Lachiootte and Newman, fully
recovered from the last week's
Starr banquet, left Thursday
morning for the North Carolina
meet.
A major change in the line-up
will be McFadden's replacing Parrott in the mile relay. Parrott's
examinations will keep him in
school Saturday. The team should
still be strong, however. McFadden's time on the 440 is 51.4,
which is faster time than was
made in this year's state meet.
McFadden will also run the
high hurdles.
Dickerson, Lachicotte and Newman will complete the relay squad.
Dickersoii and Lachicotte, sophomores, have been two of the
most promising men that Coach
has ever had in the quarter-mile.
Both have equalled McFadden's
time. George Newman is the most
experienced of the four, has been
outstanding on the track since
his freshman year.
Captain Calhoun will run the
mile and two-mile. He has bettered the state record, doing the
eight laps in 10 flat, and will be
stronger in his event than will
any Clemson man be in any other.
The University of North Carolina will be the favored group.
Particularly strong in the mile
and mile relay (which they've
done in 3:19) they should win
the meet without being too closely pressed by Maryland, Clemson
or Duke.

H-2 Takes Tops
In Brigade
Softball Tilts

C. State, the State meet, and the
Southern Conference meet. Little
Holtzy, T. B. Young, the McKnight brothers, and Everett Martin, all starred for the Tigers in
their. vfstories,
TENNIS—
The tennis team showed fine
form in winning twelve out of
seventeen matches played. The
only state loss was to P. C, who
twice trounced Clemson in matches. On a playing tour of Florida
during the Spring Holidays, the
netmen won three out of four
matches. In the state tournament
last week, P. C. made a clean
sweep of the affair, but Clemson
finished second over all other
competition.
RIFLE—
The rifle team had a fairly
good record, winning two out of
three inter-collegiate shoulder to
shoulder matches. In the postal
matches, Clemson showed rather
well against Corps Area and national competition. The riflemen
won two shoulder to shoulder
matches with Davidson and lost
one to The Citadel. Starring for
the Tigers were Charlie Crumbly,
C. E. Spires, J. B. Frazier, George
McMillan, and C. L. Vaughn.
NEW SPORTS—
The first South Carolina lacrosse team was organized at
Clemson in the last sports season
under the direction of Dr. Crouch
and Freddie Kirchner. The lacrosse team showed their inexperience in two games with Duke
and were beaten rather badly both
times.
Soccer is also a new sport at
Clemson, the team being coached
by Freddie Kirchner. The soccer
team had an" abbreviated season
last year, but hopes to have a
much fuller one next year. ,

Charlotte Alumni
Make Plans For
N. C. State Games
Incomplete plans were this week
announced by the Charlotte Alumni chapter to have the entire
Corps in Charlotte next October
for the first of the four-year series of games between North Carolina State, and the Clemson football teams.
Plans now are to have the entire student body of Clemson and
North Carolina State, as well,as,
the governors of both states for
what has been titled the college
day of Charlotte.
W. W. Spearman, new president
of the chapter has appointed R.
O. Fortenberry, E. G. Kittles, and
J. H. Trescott to an advisory committee which is steering plans
for Clemson's part in the big game
and college day next fall. Two
other members will be appointed
later.
Working in co-operation with
the chamber of commerce, the
committee plans to sponsor a
dance for the corps and large
alumni banquet after the game.
Collings Named
To A. A. A. S. Council
Dr. Gilbert H. Collings of the
Agronomy Department has recently been elected a member
of the Council of the American
Association for the Advancement
of Science.
Last year the annual meeting
of the Association was held i
Richmond, Virginia. The next annual meeting will be held during
the Christmas holidays at Columbus, Ohio.

Husky, temperamental rat Culbreth, well-supported by his team
mates, pitched the H-2 softball
team to the brigade championship
Tuesday afternoon in a game
played on Bowman field. Culbreth,
who allowed only five hits, was
wild at times, but goo'd fielding
on the part of his fellow-players
Baved the game. The score was
5-3.
H-2 scored three runs in the
third inning and added two more
in the fifth. Johnson ,GuTt>reth
ancTStufgis were the leading hitters with two each. Burns led the
E-2 team in hitting with two out
of four.
The game was marked by the
enthusiasm and cheering of the
competing companies.
Members of the winning team
are: Johnson, Culbreth, Dobson,
Neville, Gilmore, Rolland, Cox,
Greenable, Sturgis, Jones and
Richardson.
The E-2 players were Gregory,
Ernest, Burns, Bradshaw, McAlhany, Edmonds, Wright, Fickling,
Heirs, Stewart, Hammond.
Reunion Dedicated
To Dr. Enoch Sikes
The class of '29 will dedicate
its 10th anniversary reunion, to
Dr. Enoch W. Sikes, Clemson president, alumni secretary Jake
Woodward said today. The reunion will be held during commencement next month.
Dr. Sikes assumed his duties
at Clemson while members of the
class of '29 were freshmen

Fourteen prominent members of Clemson's baseball and
track teams are this week being initiated into the Block C
Club.
Formal induction will take
place May 27.
The initiates who made their
letters for baseball are: Ed Irick,
J. E. Truluck, George Coakley,
Francis Coakley, Andy Dellastatious and E. L. Young, manager.
The track men are: Manager
Hv E. Miller, M. E. Walker, Boo
Lachicotte, T. Beckett,.Harry Hendricks, Steve Moore, Herby Ward,
G. L. Dickerson. Miller is the
first manager ever to receive his
letter at the end of his junior
year.

Tigers Take
S. C. Baseball
Championship
The Clemson baseball team
defeated Furman Saturday and
annexed the state championship (along with Newberry)
by the score of 7 to 5. Dobson
started as pitcher and Brodie
relieved him.
The., game, final of a two-game
series with Furman was wellplayed and hard fought throughout. Clemson took the lead with
a five-run' rally in the third and
was never headed-.
Ed Irick slugging third baseman, led the hitters for the game
and for the season.
Dude Buchanan was outstanding holding down his sack and
was the outstanding sophomore of
the year. Slop Brodie led the
home run department and Ray
Coker was by far the outstanding
pitcher.
The game marked the close of
Randy Hinson's first season- as
coach of the team.

McFadden Will
Lead Trackmen
Banks McFadcISE* starHtaefcr

basketball and football man, has
been chosen captain of the track
team for next season. Herbie Ward
will be the alternate captain.
McFadden was elected last week
at the track banquet at the Pruitt
House in Starr,, He will succeed
Fred Calhoun.
The new captain is a member
of the Southern Conference basketball team, is a back on the
football squad and a member of.
Block C.

BRUCE & DOSTER
Drug Company
Cor. Main and Coffee Streets,
The REXALL Store
GREENVILLE, S. C.
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WHEN IN ANDERSON MAKE ...

Efird's Department Store
Your Headquarters for Shirts, Suits, Under Clothes, etc.

Clemson Cadets Are Always Welcome At Pete's

WAYSIDE TEA ROOM

PETE'S LUNCH ROOM NO. 1

Serving Hours, 7:30 A. M. - 8:00 P. M.

BANQUETS, PARTIES, AND REGULAR DINNERS

DELICIOUS FOOD

Mrs. Gambill, Manager
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^^14 Pendleton St.

Greenville, S. C.

COMPLETE OFFICE SUPPLIES

H. P. HARPER & BROS.
Anderson
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Greenville
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Greenwood

GIVE SPORTING GOODS GIFTS!
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Tennis Racquets — Presses — Balls — Baseballs
Golf — Softball.
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"IT PAYS TO PLAY"

Western Auto Associate Store
"Everything For The Automobile For Less'
DAVIS TIRES
Rex L. Blanton, Mgr.

Seneca, S. C.

The Anderson Hardware Co.
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Pearce, Young, Eve, Lesesne Win
Hot Junior Class P olitical Fight

Junior President-

Roy Pearce of Columbia was elected president of the rising Junior class over DeWitt Ross of West Columbia yesterday after a hotly fought political battle which featured everything from button holing to ballot box guarding. The majority
was 21 votes.
Ed Young of Florence won out
over Jimmie 'Lever of Columbia
In the race for vice-president and
Pinkney Eve of Burton was elected secretary-treasurer over Frank
Horton of Columbia. Ned Lesesne
of Charleston won over Mitchell
Simmons of Greer in the race for
class historian.
Vote tabulations, recorded last
night by Gus Commander, senior
class secretary, and James Sweeney, retiring senior class president,
who conducted the elections, are:
For President: Roy Pearce,
214; DeWitt Ross, 193.
For Vice-President: Ed Young,
244; James Lever, 163.
For Secretary-Treasurer: Pinkney Eve, 245; Frank Horton, 169.
For Historian: Ned Lesesne,
264; Mitchell Simmons, 141.

Education Boys Get
Final Initiation
Iota Epsilon, newly formed fraternity for Industrial Education
students, received the final degree
of its initiation last Tuesday night
under the direction of Iota Lambda Sigma, national industrial education honor fraternity.
Iota Epsilon was formed for
the purpose of bringing about a
closer friendship among students
in the course, and among students
and faculty members.
Present officers are: George
Goblet, president; E. S. Compton,
vice-president; and W. C. Foster,
secretary-treasurer. Officers for
the coming year will be elected
at the last meeting this year.

Seniors Elect Class
Superlatives; Few
Take Part In Voting

Easy Marketing Plan
Up At Atlanta Meet;
Aull Leads Locals
Dr. G. H. Aull, head of the department of agricultural economics and rural sociology, and W. C.
Crow, of Market Research Division
of the bureau of agricultural economics, and H. A. White, assistant
economist, left here Wednesday to
attend a meeting in Atlanta. Dr.
Aull, Mr. Crow and Mr. White
are working on a plan to permit
farmers to haul their fruits and
vegetables to a central market
place where it can be sold to
buyers.
With the present system the
farmer is at the mercy of the
trucker, who goes from farm to
farm, buying at a large profit,
Dr. Aull said. The farmer with
perishable goods on hand, is almonst forced to sell for what the
trucker offers, he said.
The states participating in the
plan are: North Carolina, Georgia,
Alabama, and South Carolina.
When the plan is complete there
will be a central market place in
each district throughout the state.
Dr. Aull is in charge of the
plan for South Carolina.

Methodist Church To
Honor Seniors Sunday
The Clemson Methodist church
will observe Sunday, May 21,
as "Senior Day," Reverend David
A. Clyburn announced today. At
this time a special invitation will
be extended to all Methodist seniors to attend as honor guests.
An interesting program of talks
and special music has been arranged. John F. Brilsford will
speak on "What The Clemson
Church Has Meant to Me." "What
The Seniors Have Meant To The
Underclassmen in The Church,"
will be the topic of Sain Garwood's
talk.
"A record attendance is expected," said Reverend Clyburn,
"and we are expecting to have the
most impressive service of the
year."

Tom Bainbridge was elected
Most Intelligent Senior and Bob
Fickling Most Popular in a superlative poll conducted last week
by The Tiger.
Few men took part in the poll
which was open to all Clemson
seniors.
Other superlatives
recorded
Best Looking: J. Dixon.
Most Likely To Succeed: J. O.
Sweeney.
Most Studious: Bob Hester.
Biggest Social Hound: Scotia
DeLouehe.
Most Athletic: Watson Magee.
Most Conceited: Laurence Gar- $144 Was Lots Of Money, Too

ROY PEARCE of Columbia,
(above) was elected president
of the junior class this week.
Others elected with Pearce are:
Ed Young, vice-president; Pinkney Eve, secifetary-treiasu.ijer;
and New Lesesne, historian. Defeated candidates were, respectively, DeWitt Rdss, Jimmie Lever, Frank Horton, and Mitchell
Simmons.

Senior Exams
Coincide With
Underclassmen's
Examinations will begin Saturday, May 20, and end the follow'ing Saturday, May 27, G. E. Metz,
Registrar, announced today.
Seniors will take examinations
with underclassmen. In the past
it has been customary to give all
senior examinations a week before
the regular schedule. Under the
new setrup, however*, "lame duck"
week this year will be the week
between examinations and commencement, June 3, 4, 5.

Eagle Scout Frat
May Be Formed Here

At the final meeting of the
Clemson 4-H Club last Tuesday
F. E. Wells of Greenwood was
named president for 1939-'40;
H. B. Mays of Fair Play, vicepresident; G. W. Jones, Greenville,
secretary-treasurer; L. E. Lanford
of Woodruff, corresponding secretary; and Ben Leonard of Due
West, sergeant-at-arms.
Retiring president H. L. Beach
turned the meeting over to the
new president after the election.
President Wells made a short installation speech in which he discussed next year's opportunities
and definitely stated that the club
was going forward.
Under Beach's leadership, the
club has gone far and taken many
active measures. In addition to
the regular bimonthly meetings,
the club has held a joint meeting
at Clemson with the Winthrop
club, has had straw rides and
wiener roasts at Lake Isaqueena,
has initiated new members into*
the club twice during the year,
and has been represented well
at the 4-H inter-collegiate club
conference held recently at Camp
Long, near Aiken. At the regular
meetings
discussion
programs
were prepared by the program
committee, and were given at
the meeting by alternate club
members.
At the Camp Long conference
which was designed for its educational, inspirational, and social
benefits, the Clemson club showed much activity and interest in
group discusion and program
planning, being second only to
the Georgia club on reports of
year's work, but being second to
none at the crowning of King and
Queen of the occasion.
President Wells of Clemson was
elected King of the conference,
and Francis Ward of Winthrop
was elected Queen. Three dukes
and three duchesses to attend the
royal pair were chosen, including
Ben Leonard and Harris Beach,
both of Clemson. At a very picturesque afternoon aTfair the King
and Queen led the procession down
to the lake front to be crowned
by their loyal subjects. The solemn ceremony was cut short,
however, by the distinct tingle
of the supper bell.
This camp has been a big success since it was begun, and the
Clemson club hopes to make it
a bigger camp next year.
Others interesting features of
the year's work are rapidly making the 4-H Club one of the most
active on the Clemson college
campus.

Efforts are being made by a
group of Eagle scouts and members of the faculty to establish
a Clemson chapter of Alpha Phi
Omega, national service fraternity,
it was this week reported to the
Tiger.
Some twenty-five former scouts
in the Junior, Sophomore, and
Freshman classes are planning to
petition the national board of the
organization before the end of this
session, and it is hoped that the
chapter may be started at the beginning of next year, it was reported.
Considered a service fraternity,
fundamentally, there are 77 collegiate chapters of Alpha Chi
Omega in the leading colleges and
universities-in the United States.
9ety students v.r:!± previous scout
T&Hr Stanfield, prominent pretraining will be eligbile~for mem- med
senior, reports that seven
bership.
members of the present class will
attend medical college next year.
Joe Guess, Talbert, J. W. Cathcart, H. J. McAlheny and Stanfield
HORTICULTURE
will attend the medical college at
CLUB ELECTS
Charleston. Charlie Bailes has
been accepted at the medical
At the regular meeting of the school
in the University of MaryHorticulture Club last Tuesday land and
Jack Bryce will attend
night, F. W. Thode was named the
University of Maryland dentpresident for next year. J. B. al school.
McClure was elected vice-president and C. W. Gwinn was elected secretary.
The group voted to hang a pic- MILL'S CLASS
ture of the club in the club room
and to suggest that this become MAKES TRIP
an annual custom.
Dr. W. H. Mill's class in Cooperative Business will spend
Friday in Greenville at a conAn advisory council on educa- ference on business co-operation.
tion in the graphic arts has been Representatives of the largest
formed by the Carnegie Institute businesses will be there to discuss
of Technology.
co-operative business from every
angle.
The Aztec, student newspaper
Students taking courses in Agof San Dieg-o State College, has ricultural Economics and Rural
"adopted" an orphan of the Span- Sociology are invited to attend
ish civil war.
discussions.

The "Prospectus of Clemson Agricultural College", first college
catalog, quoted some truly reasonable figures tor "2 3?e&£'ii~-eXpenses in school, for the opening
term in 1893. ?144.00 covered
cost of fuition, board, laundry,
uniform, and medical fee, for a
Quitest: Peter Page.
Most Militant: Hoyt Bookhart. term of six clays classes per
Biggest Shyster: Hoat Gibson. week for ten months out of the
year. The first session opened
Least Militant: Tom Lawton.
Best "Student Leader"—John in July of 1893.
Brailsford.
Most Efficient :Tom
Bainbridge.
editorial From Tiger of
Biggest Feet: Canoe-Foot Keitt.
May
1{>, '937:
The senior pomology class made
an inspection tour last week, visWith' the full consent of the
iting the fruit growing regions of faculty and the President of
North and South Carolina. Many the College, the first professional
commercial peach orchards and Greek letter fraternity at Clempacking houses were observed and son has been installed.
interesting facts about fruit proThe Phi Psi corresponds in a
duction were pointed out by the way to the present honorary tnowners aHd Prof." A. M. Musser, giceering societios of the civil,
who was in charge of the group. electrical, and mechanical enginProf. H. S. Tate, associate pro- eers, in that it unites men that
fessor of Vocational Education, have the same interest in college
will leave here Thursday, May life, the same courses, and who
18, to attend a conference in will in all probability follow the
Greenville. Prof. Tate is on the same profession through life.
This is the third chapter to be
committee considering the locainstalled in the South, the two
tion of a school for adults in this other chapters being at the Texregion.
tile schools of Georgia Tech and
Crown Prince Olav of Norway
North Carolina State.
will be granted an honorary deThe first graduate school of
gree by the University of Wisconcinematography will be opened at
sin during his visit in the U. S.
the University of Southern Cali- TIGER NEWS STORY
fornia in 1940.
Ruth Watanabe, University of
JANUARY 21, 1907:
Southern California senior, has
Under the direction of Prof. F. maintained a straight A average
T. Dargan, an automatic telephone for 13 consecutive semesters.
system has been installed at
Clemson. The system has been
in operation for several months
Program
and has proved very satisfactory.
Each telephone is accompanied RICHARDSON THEATRE
by a dial upon which are the
numbers of all the telephones in
SENECA, S. C.
the service. By turning the dial
to the proper number connecThe Class of '14 Reunion com- hand
tion direct to the telephone de- Thnrsday-Friday—
mittee is very much pleased at sired is made without the interYOU CAN'T CHEAT AN HONthe prospects for a fine attendance vention of a "Hello Girl."
EST MAN, with W. C. Fields,
at the 2 5th reunion in June. It
Edgar Bergen and Charlie McThe service rendered is very
appears that more than 30 of efficient. It is prompt and availCarthy. Also News and Comthe 64 members feel fairly sure able at any hour. Owing to comedy.
that they will be here and it is plications whicn arise when the
—•—
hoped that this news about their rumber of telephones in the sys- Saturday Afternoon—
classmates will bring in many of tem is large, the sphere of the
BORDER G MAN, with George
those who have been previously automatic telephone seems deO'Brien. Also HAWK OF THE
undecided. A hall in the new bar- stined to be confined to small
WILDERNESS.
racks has been promised as head- exchanges. In its present form it
— •—
quarters and every effort will be will "hardly prove a formidable Saturday Night—
made to see that everyone has a rival to large systems- But In
FOUR GIRLS IN WHITE, with
good time. Jake Woodward has limited services where mechanical
Florence Rice, Kent Taylor and
promised to supply bed linen for complications are not great an
Ann Rutherford.
Also Comthe crowd so this detail can be where the employment of a
edy.
forgotten.
entral operation is an unwarrant—•—
Remember that Saturday morn- ed item of expense, the autoComing—Monday-Tuesday
ing, June 3, is the time scheduled matic telephone has proven a
May 22-23
for class reunions; the general success.
Little Princess
. meeting of the Alumni will be
held Saturday afternoon, and the
Alumni banquet Saturday night.
For the graduate, one of America's fine watches is
The usual exercises will be
held on Sunday and there will be
the gift of gifts. We will show you our complete line
time to swap yarns with the old
of Hamilton, Elgin, Bulova and Waltham Watches.
buddies.
"Your Jeweler"
The final exercises and awarding of diplomas will be held on
Monday morning, June 5.
Anderson, S. C
—George Armstrong.

Best Dressed: Wesley Coleman.
^Jtfost Friendlv.^Bob Fickling.
~Most Mercenary!' ~3. "T. POD?
Most Ooverdressed: Raymond
Sloan.
Loudest: (L. E. Waters.

4-H Clubers
Elect Officers,
Review The Year

Message To

'14 Class

Reunioners

Cochran Jewelry Co., Inc.

Seven Will Attend Med
School^ Says Stanfield

THURSDAY, MAY 18, 1939.

Officially Exposed-

Professors To Fish, Study,
Sleep, Read, Play This Summer
Several Clemson professors had the following to say about
how they would "spend the summ'er"

THAT SLY PEEPER who, during the past three months, has
proved that he knows all about
everybody, is today exposed.
Oscar, prime columnist for The
Tiger, is none other than Manly
Wright, who seUs flowers on
the side and is a member of
that notorious Alpha Chi Psi
ring!
"Oscar" AVright says ,"I ain't
especially afraid of nobody-,
but if any of you folks who can't
take good funnin' want to get
funny go see Grayson — he's
staff complaint man."
And thus passes another Oscar.

ASCE Awards Ford
Honor Membership
P. G. Ford, retiring president
of the local chapter of the American- Society of Civil Engineers,
was this week elected to an honor
membership in the professional
group of the society by the local
chapter.
Ford was chosen over E. P.
Abrams for the honor.
Lilly Liles, newly elected president of the chapter presided at
the meeting, and introduced the
speakers, Professor Glenn of the
Engineering department, and S.
E. Johson, a Senior Engineer.
Johnson discussed his recent
trip to the Southern meeting of
student engineers, and Professor
Glenn discussed plans to send
more delegates to the meeting
next year.

Clark Tells Class Of
Religious Importance
Rev. Dumont Clark, who is in
charge of the religious department
of the Farmers' Federation, spoke
to members of Dr. G. H. Aull's
and Dr. W. H. Mill's classes in
co-operative business organization
recently. Rev. Clark spoke on the
advantages of religion in farm
co-operation, and on the important
part played by the Farmers' Federtion.
The Federation now has 18
warehouses in different parts of
North. Carolina. In these warehouses the farmers are storing
their seeds, fertilizer and farm
machinery.
This is probably the only farmers co-operative which has the
religious department.
Dr. C E. Renken, superintendent of the N. C. school for the
deaf, and Mr. R. M. McAdams,
class of 1937, were here Monday
interviewing-seniors in Industrial
Education. Dr. Renken is looking
for additional teachers for the
school.

Dr. D. W. Daniel: "I'm going to
take a vacation. Just where it will
be, I don't know. yet. Professor
Bradley and I shall probably be
working on a public speaking book
this summer. The rest, of the time
I'll spend with my flowers in the
back yard."
Professor Marion Kinard: "First
thing I have on my hand is summer school. Beyond that I have
no definite plans."
ProfeSsor J. E. Hunter: "I'm going to teach in summer school
here. After that I'll rest."
Professor Ray Coker: "I'm going to summer school at the University of Chicago."
Major S. M. Martin: "I'm planning to take a trip by plane during
June to the Golden Jubilee Celebration of the Grand Lodge of
North Dekota at Grant Fork, N.
D."
Professor KirkwOod: "I shall
probably go to summer school at
the University of North Carolina."
Professor Gaugh: "I'm planning to be at my home in Jackson, Tenn. There I shall study
foreign languages and loaf in the
sunshine."
"Doc" Taylor: "I dont know
myself. I may travel around—
don't know whether I'll get to the
World's Fair or not. (He didn't
say whether he'd visit Sally Rand's
Nude Ranch or not).
Dr. G. H. Aull: "I shall attend
a national conference on Southern
economic problems to be held at
Lookout Mountain Hotel, Lookout Mountain, Tenn."
Professor: J. B. Richardson:
"I'll teach in the Clemson Summer School, after which I'm gonna
loaf for a month."
Professor George Knit: "111 either teach in Summer School here
or take 'graduate work somewhere."
Professor Robt. E. Gee: "111
teach several science courses in
the Newberry College Summer
School and then sojourn for the
remainder of the summer at the
South Carolina beaches."
Professor Sam Rhodes: "I'll attend the summer convention of
the Society for the Promotion of
Engineering Education which will
be held at Pennsylvania State College."
Professor W. W. Klugh: "I don't
know."
Professor J. E. Gates: "It's certain that I'll be in Washington.
I'm considering two different jobs
for the summer."'
Dr. J. E. Ward: "I'll be teaching Economics here at Clemson.''
Professor A. G. Holmes: "I'll
teach in the Clemson Summer
School."
ProfeSsor George Douglas: "I'm
going to spend a part of the summer in active duty with the Army.
What else I will do is uncertain,
but I will not teach."
Professor: E. J. Freeman:
"Well, I intend to spend a good
bit of my time getting the B. A.
Behrend Laboratory in order. I
shall also be working on a house,
but my greatest interest will be
keeping ahead of Davis, Jones,
and Neely in golf."

Minor Block C
Invites Five
Five new members were invited to poin the Minor Block C club
President C. L. Vaughn announced
the latter part of last week. The
initiated are J. S. Mace, J, W.
Kirkland, Hiott, Lytton, and
Johnson. All are from the rifle
team.

225 College Teaching
Marriage Preparation
Two hundred and twenty-five
colleges are now giving courses in
training for marriage, it was declared this week by Dr. Ernest R.
Groves of the University of North
Carolina.
Dr. Groves, pioneer leader in
the field, started the first class
in 1937 when a group of seniors
petitioned the N.C.U. faculty for
a course to help them prepare for
marriage.
"Child marriages recently have
shocked all America," declared Dr
Groves in his article, "but marriages of many older persons are
as pitiful and absurd. The great
majority of otherwise educated
young people, as ignorant as the
backwoods child but without her
excuse, are the responsibility of
parents and schools. Because parents often cannot or will not tell
young people what they must
know, colleges are now offering
the honest, useful information that
fitness for marriage requires of
modern youth."
Dr. Groves' article in Look is
accompanied by pictures showing
classes, mixed and unmixed, at his
own school as well as at Vassar,
the University of Iowa .Stephens,
and Fullerton (Cal.) High school.
Though considered revolutionary 16 years ago, the course is
now treated like any other subject by many institutions of learning, Dr. Groves stated. Instruction includes information about
courtship, engagement, finance,
marital adjustment, conception
and pregnancy.
In a quiz for brides, presenting
questions and answers, Dr. Groves
states that the quetion most frequently asked him is "Is petting
harmful?" He believes the most
important quality for a successful marriage is the desire for
home and children.
Cathcart Named To Dairy Post
S. L. Cathcart or the Dairy
class of 1921 was recently appointed Dairy agent in charge
of dairy cattle experiment work
at the branch experiment station
at Pontiac, S. C. Mr. Cathcrt
was formerly dairy herdsman at
Clemson, and was recently in
charge of the dairy cattle investtigation work of the Bureau of
Dairy Industries branch experiment station at Geanerette, La.

Anderson To Teach
J. F. Anderson, senior in InTrustee Committee
dustrial Education, has acepted
a position teaching Industrial EdVisits Campus
in Spartanburg high
A committee from the Clem- ucatioo
school. Anderson will start in Sepson Board of Trustees, headed by tember.
Chairman W. W. Bradley, was
here this week considering conSpring dance week-end at Westracts for furnishing Clemson, %ft ^"or £? 48*^
newest barracKs.

„ Prof. Arthur H. Compton, University of Chicago physicist, has
reported the discovery of trillion
volt cosmic ray particle.
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a Johnson Sea-Horse
Outboard motor and have
twice the fun — this year and
for years Jo come/ Don't put it
off. New low prices now bring
Johnson DEPENDability within
the teach of every fisherman! See
us for a demonstration.
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The best way to look good
is to be well-groomed.
PATTERSON'S
BARBER SHOP
always does a good job!
Potato Plants
S. K. YARID CO.
Fresh From Beds!
Government Inspected!
Wholesale and Retail!
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